A 55-year-old woman presented to us for her initial visit with blurry vision for 1 month. She denied any prior ocular history, including diabetic retinopathy. Medical history was significant for diabetes mellitus, hypertension, renal cell carcinoma, and recently resected metastatic malignant melanoma (pT4aN1b, Stage IIIC). Following resection, she was started on high-dose pegylated interferon alpha-2b (IFN α2b) as adjuvant therapy. At this time, she had a glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c) of 7.4% with blood pressures ranging from 139 to 153/60 to 87, for which she took metformin, glipizide, simvastatin, and benazepril. After a month of treatment with IFN, she began noticing blurry vision in both eyes as well as increased floaters, which persisted for 1 month prior to presentation.

On examination, best corrected visual acuity was 20/30-1 in her right eye and 20/40-2 in her left eye. Slit lamp examination was unremarkable. Dilated fundus examination revealed large peripapillary and macular nerve fiber layer infarcts in both eyes. The vessels were within normal limits without tortuosity or sheathing; there were no choroidal masses, hemorrhages, or subretinal fluid. Optical coherence tomography (OCT) showed areas of infarct in the macula bilaterally without macular edema (see Figure 1).

Given the onset of retinopathy following initiation of IFN therapy as well as the size and peripapillary distribution of the nerve fiber layer infarcts, the diagnosis made was IFN-associated retinopathy. IFN treatment was discontinued by her oncology team due to other comorbidities in addition to the retinopathy. On follow-up evaluation 3 months later, her visual acuity improved to 20/20-1 and 20/25. On examination, the regions of infarct had resolved, and OCT confirmed improvement in the nerve fiber layer. After 6 months of IFN cessation, fundus examination showed complete resolution of infarction and rare intraretinal hemorrhages (see Figure 2). Informed consent was received from the patient involved in the study.

Discussion

High-dose IFN α2b is an antineoplastic agent and biological response modulator used as first-line adjuvant therapy in cases of melanoma.1
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Retinopathy is a rare but known complication of IFN therapy.\(^2\) Though the exact pathogenesis remains unclear, several theories have been proposed including IFN-induced immunologic and endothelial dysregulation leading to occlusions in the retinal microcirculation and formation of nerve fiber layer infarcts and/or retinal hemorrhages.\(^2\)

Studies investigating the risk factors for development of IFN retinopathy have identified diabetes and hypertension as potentially important contributors to retinal pathology given their deleterious effect on the retinal microcirculation.\(^3-5\) This presents a common conundrum for ophthalmologists who have patients that present for the first time with multiple comorbidities that may each cause retinopathy, as in this patient. Thus, detailed clinical history and examination can be critical in determining the primary cause of retinopathy. Onset of retinopathy within 2 weeks to 3 months following initiation of IFN therapy increases the likelihood of IFN-associated retinopathy.\(^6,7\) However, this determination is difficult to make by history alone in patients with concurrent diabetes and/or hypertension and no prior ocular exam.

In such cases, dilated fundus examination may further support one diagnosis over the other based on the presence and distribution of various retinal changes. IFN-associated retinopathy has been found to present more commonly with retinal nerve layer infarcts in the peripapillary and posterior pole distribution.\(^3-5\) Other ocular findings include ischemic microvascular changes, microaneurysms, and cystoid macular edema, which are less specific.\(^2,6\) Infarcts, also known as cotton wool spots, may also develop in diabetic retinopathy, but the presence of microaneurysms, dot and blot hemorrhages, venous beading, intraretinal microvascular abnormalities, and neovascularization may further increase suspicion for diabetic retinopathy over other etiologies.\(^10-12\) Similarly, hypertensive retinopathy may present with infarct but show additional retinal changes, such as arteriolar narrowing, arteriovenous nicking, hemorrhages, and papilledema.\(^13-15\) On exam, our patient demonstrated large peripapillary and macular nerve fiber layer infarcts in both eyes without evidence of retinal vessel compromise or edema, further lending support to our diagnosis of IFN-associated retinopathy over diabetic or hypertensive retinopathy.

Currently, there are no guidelines regarding the re-initiation of IFN therapy in patients who have experienced retinopathy, as there is an unknown and variable risk for recurrent retinopathy.\(^2,7\) IFN therapy offers a potentially life-saving therapy for patients, and studies have found that most patients with IFN-associated retinopathy are either asymptomatic or have mild visual impairment that is reversible with cessation of IFN.\(^2,7\) Cases of severe vision loss are rare.\(^2\) Therefore, the decision to stop treatment should be done in discussion with oncology and considering the complete clinical situation.

Physicians should advise patients of possible visual complications from high-dose IFN, and prompt referral to a retinal specialist is warranted with the onset of any visual symptoms after initiating treatment. Patients with conditions associated with microvascular complications such as diabetes and hypertension may be at further risk for developing retinopathy with IFN administration due to pre-existing damage to the retinal vasculature.\(^3-5\) For patients with these co-morbidities, we recommend that the oncology team refer the patient for at least one baseline assessment of retinal health prior to receiving IFN therapy. Further monitoring and frequency of follow-up exams can then be determined by the ophthalmologist and communicated to the oncology team based on the findings on dilated fundus examination and OCT imaging. If retinopathy develops, the timeline and distribution of retinal lesions should be documented and monitored in relation to the patient’s glycemic and blood pressure control, with discussion of possible discontinuation of IFN therapy if vision loss worsens or involves the macula.

**Figure 1: At Presentation—Color Fundus Photography with Retinopathy and Optical Coherence Tomography of the Fovea**

**Figure 2: Follow-up—Resolution of Retinopathy on Color Fundus Photography and Optical Coherence Tomography with Discontinuation of Interferon**


